Behaviors and Understandings to Notice, Teach, and Support

Thinking Within the Text
Solving Words
e Recognize most words quickly with the
support of meaning and language structure
e Say a word and predict its first letter
before locating it
e Say a word slowly to hear and identify the
first sound and connect to a letter
e Recognize a few easy high-frequency words
e Locate familiar, easy high-frequency words
by noticing anything about the word
e Locate easy high-frequency words in a text
e Slow down speech to assist in voice-print
match
e Reread the sentence to problem solve,
self-correct, or confirm
e Reread to search for/use information
from language or meaning
e Self-monitor and self-correct using
language structure
e Use voice-print match to self-monitor and
self-correct
e Show evidence of close attention to print
e Use known words to self-monitor and
self-correct

e Read left to right across one line of print
e Match one spoken word with one printed
word
e Search for and use information in the
print
e Use oral language in combination with
pointing, matching voice with words on
the page (indicated by crisp pointing)
e Search for and use information from
pictures
e Reread to search for information
e Use language structure and meaning to
learn about print

Maintaining Fluency
e Point crisply and read at a steady rate
slow enough to match voice to print but
without long pauses
e Notice and use end punctuation and
reflect it in voice

Adjusting
e Slow down to problem solve words and
resume reading with momentum

LEVEL A

Monitoring and Correcting

Searching for and Using
Information
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Summarizing
e Remember what the story is about during
reading
e Remember information to help in
understanding the end of a story
e Remember important information

Thinking Beyond the Text
Predicting

Making Connections

Synthesizing

e Use knowledge of language structure to
anticipate the text
e Make predictions based on information in
the pictures
e Predict the ending of a story based on
reading the beginning and middle
e Make predictions based on personal
experiences and knowledge

e Talk about own experiences in relation to
the text
e Make connections between texts on the
same topic or with the same content
e Identify recurring characters or settings
when applicable

e Talk about what the reader already knows
relative to text information
e Identify new information in text or pictures
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Inferring
e Talk about characters’ feelings
e Talk about the pictures, revealing interpretation of a problem or of characters’ feelings
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Thinking About the Text
Analyzing

Critiquing

e Understand how the ideas in a book are
related to each other
e Understand how the ideas in a text are
related to the title

e Share opinions about a text
e Share opinions about illustrations

Additional
Suggestions for
Letter/Word Work
Use a chart or easel,
whiteboard, magnetic
letters, or pencil and
paper to develop
fluency and flexibility
in visual processing, if
needed.

LEVEL A
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e Recognize a few easy high-frequency words (for
example, the, a, I, and, is, can, in, it) quickly
e Recognize a few easy CVC words (can, get) quickly
e Make a few easy CVC words (cat, pin, sat, hot, can)
e Make a few easy high-frequency words (it, is, in, we,
me, to, the)
e Write a few easy CVC words (can, I, run)
e Write a few easy high-frequency words (a, an, the,
me, to)
e Match/sort pictures by initial/final sounds
e Match or sort pictures by end rhyme

e Match or sort letters by a variety of features
(uppercase or lowercase; tall or short; with and
without sticks, circles, tails, dots, tunnels)
e Match lowercase letters with speed
e Clap the syllables in one- and two-syllable words
(from pictures)
e Search for and locate letters by name quickly
e Read the Alphabet Linking Chart by letter names,
pictures and words, and in different ways (all vowels,
all consonants, letters only, backwards order, every
other letter)
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LLI ORANGE SYSTEM: A prevention system for literacy difficulties in subsequent years of schooling
Since the LLI Green System covers levels A-J, can I just use it
for both my Kindergarten and first grade children instead of
purchasing the Orange System just for Kindergarten?
We do not recommend that. The LLI Orange System is specifically designed to help
kindergarten children who are having difficulty in the beginning phases of learning
to read and to prevent further difficulties by establishing a strong foundation in
early literacy.
The Orange System provides three levels of instruction, with multiple weeks of
lessons at each level A-C. It includes 70 carefully leveled books and 70 lessons
specifically designed to match the trajectory needed by the kindergarten child. These
original, high-quality leveled books feature topics, illustrations, and storylines that
provide strong support in the beginning phases of learning to read.
After the first 10 days of “Getting Started” lessons, which include shared reading at
levels A through C, children will read books and have systematic phonics lessons over
a period of 20 days for Level A, 20 days for Level B, and 20 days for Level C.

Why is it important for Kindergarten children to spend so much
time at the beginning levels?
The systematic approach of LLI is designed to prevent reading difficulties. As they
begin to read, young children must acquire and bring together a range of very basic
understandings; including:
n	Hearing the sounds in words. They must become aware of the sounds
(phonemes) in words in a general way, and then learn to hear and distinguish
the individual sounds. Phonemic awareness is considered to be a critical element
in their ability to associate sounds and letters (see National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development, 2000). The lessons in the LLI Orange System
provide a systematic approach to the development of phonemic awareness at
an intensity level designed to help children who are having difficulty hearing
sounds in words.
n	Learning to look at letters. Children must also acquire the ability to distinguish
letters by their distinctive features (the features that make a letter different from
every other letter) and to associate them with letter names. Before children
can associate letters and sounds, he or she must be able to notice and use these
distinctions. The task requires learning how to look at letters. This ability must
become automatic. The LLI Orange Systems provides systematic, “hands on”
instruction to help children learn how to look at letters.
n	Learning letter-sound relationships. At the same time they are learning how to
hear sounds in words and recognize letters, children begin to make connections
between letters and sounds (phonics). Children must understand the
alphabetic principle (that there is a relationships between letters and sounds)
and to develop a solid understanding of simple relationships. The LLI Orange
System lessons provide systematic instruction to help children understand the
relationships between consonants and sounds and to learn simple phonograms
(with endings such as -an and -at).
n	Using letters and sounds to solve words. As children learn letter-sound
relationships, they begin to apply them to solve simple words. LLI provides a
great deal of systematic instruction to help children understand how words are
constructed using letters and letter patterns. They read and write words that are
in continuous text.

n	Learning how print “works.” Beginning readers must develop a sound of
understanding of how to use print. For example, you read left to right and match
one spoken word with one word in print. You return to the left margin each
time you read a new line. These complex early reading behaviors must be under
the reader’s control before he or she starts working on complex print. The LLI
Orange System lessons provide 10 days of highly supportive shared reading in
the Getting Started lessons to help children begin to understand how the system
works. Then, children experience instruction over several weeks (if needed) at
Level A. Here, beginning readers can establish control of voice-print match and
left to right reading of very simple texts in which there is only one line of print
on each page. If needed, the reader can spend several more weeks on texts that
have only two or three lines of print. This strong instruction at very simple levels
helps the young children develop automatic control of these important early
reading behaviors.
n	Developing a core of high frequency words. It is very advantageous to beginning
readers to have a core of words that they know and can recognize (and
sometimes write) rapidly and automatically. Knowing important high- frequency
words (such as the, and, is, and it) fuels reading and writing growth. The
certainty of a known word makes it easier to monitor one’s reading; the known
words free attention for new words that are not yet known. The LLI Orange
System provides for the systematic acquisition of over 50 high frequency words.
n	Understanding and using the structure of written language. Knowledge of
language syntax (grammar) is a powerful source of information for beginning
readers. Since written language patterns are somewhat different from spoken
language, young readers need many opportunities to process simple sentences.
Once they become aware of the kinds of language patterns they will meet in
written sentences, they can make better predictions and can monitor their
reading to be sure that it “sounds right.” The LLI Orange System provides for a
great deal of practice reading up to 70 stories and informational texts.
n	Understanding simple stories and informational texts. Beginning readers need
to understand simple stories and to notice important information in texts. They
need many opportunities reading texts with familiar content and themes so that
they experience excellent comprehension of texts daily. The LLI Orange System
provides many highly engaging texts on a range of topics that appeal to children.
In addition, teachers engage children in conversation about the meaning of
these texts and they extend their understandings through writing and drawing.
The LLI Orange System is especially designed to provide a firm foundation for
beginning readers. The combination of instructional elements and engaging texts
makes it possible to clear up basic confusions and to prevent reading difficulties in
later grades.
By mid-year, your assessment will reveal those kindergarten children who have
confusions about print. A series of LLI lessons from the Orange System, as needed,
will help these children learn how to process print, use phonics, and understand
their reading.
“Learning to read is a complex task for beginners. They must coordinate many
cognitive processes to read accurately and fluently. Readers must be able to apply
their alphabetic knowledge to decode unfamiliar words and to remember how to
read words they have read before. When reading connected text, they must construct
sentence meanings and retain them in memory as they move on to new sentences.
At the same time, they must monitor their word recognition to make sure that the
words activated in their minds fit with the meaning of the context. In addition,
they must link new information to what they have already read, as well as to their
background knowledge, and use this to anticipate forthcoming information. When
one stops to take stock of all the processes that readers perform when they read and
comprehend text, one is reminded how amazing the act of reading is and how much
there is for beginners to learn.” (Report of the National Reading Panel, p. 2-99)

National Institute of child Health and Human Development. 2000. Report of the National Reading Panel:
Teaching Children to Read, An Evidence-Based Assessment of the Scientific Research Literature on Reading
and Its Implications for Reading Instruction: Reports of the Subgroups. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services, NIH Pub., No. 00-4754.
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